Movement standards for “Battle of Riga 2017” FINAL
SPORT CLASS & 35+ athletes
Rowing (Men & Women)
• The athlete may begin the workout seated in the rower but may not grab the handle until the
call of “go”;
• The monitor must be set to zero at the beginning of workout.

Double unders (Men & Women)
• This is the standard double-under in which the rope passes under the feet twice for each jump;
• The rope must spin forward for the rep to count;
• Only successful jumps are counted, not attempts.
• The athlete must use his own jump-rope.

Burpee box jump overs (Men & Women)
• The burpee box jump-over starts with the athlete facing the box while touching their chest and thighs
to the ground, and finishes with the athlete jumping over the box. In the bottom position the athlete
remains perpendicular to the box on each rep.
• There is no requirement to stand tall while on top of the box. A two-foot takeoff is always required,
and only the athlete’s feet may touch the box. The athlete may jump on top of the box using a twofoot landing and then jump or step off to the other side, or the athlete may jump completely over the
box. If jumping over the box, the feet must go over the box, not around it, and the athlete must use a
two-foot landing.
• Each rep is counted when the athlete lands on the ground on the opposite side, where they may
begin their next rep.
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•

If “no rep” is defined, the athlete must go back to the side where movement began, and must start
over with whole combination.

Run (Men & Women)
• This is standard outdoor running, athletes will have to perform 2 x 500-meter laps before finishing
back inside the arena.

Clean (Men & Women)
• The barbell begins on the ground . Touch-and go is permitted. No bouncing.
•
A muscle clean, power clean, squat clean may be used, as long as the barbell comes up to the
shoulders, with the hips and knees fully extended with the feet in line and the elbows in front of the
bar (vertical plane)
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Jerk (Shoulders to Overhead) (Men & Women)
• Each repetition begins with the barbell on the shoulders and finishes with the weight fully
locked out overhead;
• A shoulder press, push press, push jerk or split jerk may be used, as long as the elbow,
shoulder, hips and knees fully extend, and the bar finishes directly over the heels with the
feet together;
• If a split jerk is used, the feet must be brought back together with the hips, knees and elbows
fully extended before the repetition is completed.

Overhead squat (Men & Women)
• Overhead starts from fully extended position.
• The hip crease must be below the top of the knee at the bottom.
• The barbell must come to full lockout overhead with the hips, knees and arms fully extended, the
bar directly over the heels and the feet together.
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Chin-over-bar Pull-up (Men)
• This is a standard chin-over-bar pull-up. Dead hang, kipping or butterfly pull-ups are allowed as long
as all the requirements are met.
•
The arms must be fully extended at the bottom with the feet off the ground.
• At the top of the movement, the chin must break the horizontal plane of the bar.

Jumping chest to ring pull up (Women)
• For jumping chest to ring pull-ups, the rings should be set up so it is at least 15-cm above the top of
the athlete’s head when standing tall.
• At the bottom, the arms must be fully extended.
• At the top, the chest must clearly come into contact with the rings below the collarbone.

Assault Bike (Men & Women)
• The monitor will be set to zero, and the athlete must reach prescribed distance before moving off the
equipment.
•
The athlete can adjust the seat before the start of the workout or at any time but may not touch the
monitor.
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Snatch (Men & Women)
• In the snatch, the barbell goes directly from the ground to overhead in one motion without
stopping at the shoulders or touching the body anywhere above the hips;
• The athlete can’t touch the barbell before start signal (if it’s a first movment of the workout);
• This can be a muscle snatch, a power snatch, a squat snatch or a split snatch;
• The barbell must come to full lockout overhead with the hips, knees and arms fully extended, the
bar directly over the heels and the feet together.

Toes to Bar (Men & Women)
• In the toes-to-bar, the athlete must go from a full hang to having the toes touch the pull-up bar.
•
At the start of each rep, the arms must be fully extended with the feet off the ground, and the feet
must be brought back behind the bar and the rest of the body.
• Both feet must come into contact with the bar at the same time, inside the hands.

Kettlebell Swing (Men & Women)
• At the bottom, the wrists must touch the thighs and kettlbell must pass behind the heels;
There is no requirement for flexing the knees and hips in the bottom position.
• At the top of the swing, the kettlebell must be fully inverted (bell over the handle) centered
over the feet with the hips and knees fully extended and the arms straight;
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Pistol squat (Men)
• The athlete must alternate legs for each repetition;
• If at any point the athlete cannot complete a repetition on a 1 leg, he cannot alternate legs until
a repetition has been completed on that leg;
• The one-legged squat begins with the athlete standing and the hip fully open with the knee fully
locked out on the squatting leg;
• The hip must pass below parallel at the bottom of the repetition and the opposite foot (nonsupporting leg) cannot touch the ground until the repetition is completed;
The non-supporting foot must be in front of the supporting foot during the entire repetition;
• The athlete may hold the foot of the opposite (non-supporting) leg with hand while performing
the one-legged squat;
• Touching ground with any other part of the body is not allowed.
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Goblet squat (Women)
• At the bottom position, the hip crease must be below the top of the knee;
• At the top position, hips and knees - fully extended;
• Kettlebell must be in full contact with atlhetes chest at all times during movement.

Farmers walk (Men & Women)
• Athlete must stay within the lines in order not to interfere with other athltes
• Whole handles must be handled over the line for the distance to count

Shuttle run (+Burpee ) (Men & Women)
• At the each end of the burpee must be performed
• For burpee to count, in the bottom position, athletes chest and thighs must be touching the ground
• Full extention is not required before sprtinting to the other end.
• Burpee must be pefrormed perpendicular to the marked line.
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Rope climb – legless (Men)
• In the rope climb, the athlete ascends the rope to touch the cross beam at the top. Jumping up to
begin each ascent is permitted.
•
On the descent, the athlete must show control and may not drop from the rope until their hands
touch below the designated 275-cm mark.
• This is legless rope climb, feet may NOT be used to assist the rope climb.

Rope climb – standard (Women)
• In the rope climb, the athlete ascends the rope to touch the cross beam at the top. Jumping up to
begin each ascent is permitted.
•
On the descent, the athlete must show control and may not drop from the rope until their hands
touch below the designated 275-cm mark.
• The feet may be used to assist the rope climb.
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Wall ball (Men & Women)
• Wall ball shots start with the medicine ball (while ball in the athletes hands), from the bottom of
squat, hip crease below the knee cap;
• Movement finishes by throwing med ball to the target above the bottom of line of the target
•
•
•

If the ball hits low or does not hit the target repetition woun’t count.
If the ball is not caught between reps, it must come to a full stop on the ground;
Catching the ball bouncing off the floor is not permitted

Thruster (Men & Women)
• This is a standard barbell thruster in which the barbell moves from the bottom of a front
squat to full lockout overhead;
• The hip crease must pass below the knees;
A full squat clean into the thruster is allowed if the bar is on the ground;
• The barbell must come to a full lockout overhead with the hips, knees and arms fully
extended, and the bar directly over the body;
• The athlete can’t touch the barbell before start signal (if it’s a first movment of the workout).
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Overhead walking lunge (Men & Women)
• Each lunge begins with the weight overhead, the feet together, and the athlete standing tall.
• The trailing knee must make contact with the ground at the bottom of each lunge. The weight must
remain overhead for the duration of the repetition.
• The rep ends with the weight still overhead and the athlete standing tall with the hips and knees fully
extended. Stopping with both feet together on the ground is not required, but both legs must be fully
extended if the athlete chooses to step through at the top. The athlete must alternate which foot
leads for each rep.
• If at any point the weight is dropped or comes into contact with the head or body, or any other “no
rep” is defined, the athlete must restart from the judge`s marked place.
• At the end of distance both feet must cross the line increment to count.

Front squat (Men & Women)
• The front squt starts with the athlete standing up straight with the knees and the hips fully extended
and the bar racked on the shoulders.
• Athletes must go down to a full squat where the crease of the hip is lower than the top of the knee (
below parallel) and then stand back to full extension for the rep to count.
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